Thank you for downloading this Netenrich datasheet. Carahsoft is the master government aggregator for Netenrich solutions available via GSA and other contract vehicles.

To learn how to take the next step toward acquiring Netenrich’s solutions, please check out the following resources and information:

- **For additional resources:** [carah.io/NetenrichResources](carah.io/NetenrichResources)
- **For additional Netenrich solutions:** [carah.io/NetenrichSolutions](carah.io/NetenrichSolutions)
- **To set up a meeting:** Netenrich@carahsoft.com | 571-591-6210
- **For upcoming events:** [carah.io/NetenrichEvents](carah.io/NetenrichEvents)
- **For additional cybersecurity solutions:** [carah.io/Cybersecurity](carah.io/Cybersecurity)
- **To purchase, check out the contract vehicles available for procurement:** [carah.io/NetenrichContracts](carah.io/NetenrichContracts)

For more information, contact Carahsoft or our reseller partners:
Netenrich@carahsoft.com | 571-591-6210
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Unlocking excellence in Chronicle SecOps with Netenrich Services

Your gateway to seamless enterprise security
For visionary CISOs, CIOs, and cybersecurity executives, Chronicle SecOps tech stack is more than just a suite of tools; it’s a strategic investment in fortifying enterprise security.
If you’ve embraced Chronicle SecOps, including Chronicle SIEM, SOAR, and Mandiant breach analytics, you’re already on the path to success. But achieving excellence requires the right partner, and that’s where Netenrich takes center stage.

The chronicles of your success: Netenrich Services for Chronicle SecOps
At Netenrich, we’ve mastered the art of Chronicle SecOps. We’ve harnessed the full potential of the Chronicle SecOps tech stack, enabling us to provide an all-encompassing and highly effective solution. Here’s how we elevate your Chronicle SecOps experience:

1. **Consulting on the perfect SecOps architecture**
   Immediate and ongoing guidance to architect the right SecOps solution for your enterprise.

2. **Implementation services for immediate and ongoing success**
   Highly skilled and certified experts at your service for:
   - Detection engineering (rules & parsers)
   - Data engineering
   - Threat engineering
   - Analytics
   - Response engineering
3. Realizing immediate and ongoing value with Chronicle SecOps

- Detect threats with absolute confidence.
- Investigate with insights at your fingertips.
- Respond with lightning speed and precision.
- Reduce investigation time by up to 90% with faster search.
- Scan security data with up to 20x more real-time threat detection rules.
- Through our services, use Chronicle SOAR to achieve up to 10x faster investigations in areas like SOC modernization, SIEM augmentation, or cloud detection and response. This integrated approach accelerates analysis and response, making security operations more efficient.

4. Ongoing tier-1, product support for Chronicle SecOps

Unwavering support from Netenrich’s team of experts to keep your Chronicle SecOps platform operating at its peak.

5. Ongoing CSM/project/program management of the Chronicle SecOps implementation

Your dedicated Customer Success Manager (CSM) ensures that your Chronicle SecOps implementation runs smoothly and efficiently.

6. MDR Services available

Choose Netenrich’s Managed Detection and Response (MDR) services to take your security to the next level.

Customer’s frame of reference

We understand that many enterprises initially assume that their internal teams or others can seamlessly implement Chronicle SecOps into their operational workflow. But the reality often proves different, be it due to cost, bandwidth, capability, or the size. Disappointment sets in, leading to the exploration of third-party service providers.
Why choose Netenrich for Chronicle SecOps?

Here’s why Netenrich stands out from the crowd:

1. **Proof of Concept (POC) Services**

   From data ingestion to Mandiant breach analytics integration, we provide a comprehensive range of services to get you started.

2. **RightStart Services**

   Our guided setup ensures you achieve success objectives swiftly, with architecture review, tier-1 product support, and a dedicated CSM.

3. **Value Realization Services**

   Maximize the potential of your Chronicle SecOps investment with our RightStart services, both one-time and recurring.

4. **MDR Services**

   Elevate your security posture with our MDR services, backed by additional professional services.

The Netenrich difference

Here’s where Netenrich truly shines:

- We are a Google-first partner. We leverage Google in our own environment.

- We provide best-practice, outcomes-based implementation services, delivering value quickly in areas like detection engineering, data engineering, threat engineering, compliance, analytics, response engineering, and optional 24x7 incident notification.

- Our experts are highly skilled, certified, and adept at implementing Chronicle SecOps for multiple customers.

- We offer flexible packaging and pricing.
• Opt for our MDR services to take your security to the next level with 24x7 support, a strong security posture, proactive threat detection, effective response, streamlined communication with senior executives and the board, enhanced collaboration with IT, risk reduction, brand reputation protection, and superior decision-making.

At Netenrich, we don’t just secure enterprises; we empower their transformation. Join us in unlocking excellence with Chronicle SecOps and elevate your enterprise security to new heights.